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Abstract

Given the portrayal of gang members as ‘super predators’, it is not surprising that much of the media and scholarly attention, to date, has focused on gang members as perpetrators of violence with little attention paid to their role as victims and their psychological wellbeing (Bennett et al., 1996). In this review we evaluate and synthesize theory and research relating to the relationship between gang membership and mental health problems such as anxiety, depression and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). The scarcity of research on this topic leads us to draw from research other than gang research to theorize links to build a clearer picture of the psychological consequences of belonging to a gang. We conclude that gang members' involvement in violence (as victims and perpetrators) is likely to have a negative impact on their behavioral, social and psychological functioning. We suggest future directions should be aimed towards developing and honing a robust program of research capable of producing evidence-based assessment and intervention strategies for tackling gang membership.
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Gangs are a destabilizing force in any ordered community and have therefore been the focus of a growing research effort to understand and remediating their effects (Wood & Alleyne, 2010). However, much research focuses on gang members as perpetrators of violence, with relatively little emphasis on their roles as victims and the subsequent effects on their psychological wellbeing. To advance knowledge, broader and more creative academic inputs are required. To this end, this review: (1) identifies, evaluates and synthesizes relevant and representative research pertaining to gang membership, trauma and mental illness; (2) identifies gaps in the literature and makes recommendations for addressing these; (3) draws attention to the utility of current strategies for dealing with gangs and mental illness.

**Gang membership and perpetration of violence**

Gangs have a 'group-enhancing effect' that promotes violence above and beyond association with equally violent, non-gang youth (Klein et al., 2006, p. 413). Several self-report surveys attest the disproportionate amount of violence emanating from gangs, and finds that gang members are responsible for 70% of all self-reported violent offending in adolescent samples (Esbensen et al., 2010; Huizinga et al., 2003; Thornberry et al., 2003). This pattern is observed across a range of offence types. In a study comparing criminal activity of gang-involved and at-risk youth, Huff (1998) found that gang members were 20 times more likely to commit a drive-by shooting, 10 times more likely to commit homicide, four times more likely to assault a rival and three times more likely to assault their own friends (fellow gang members). Overall, gang members reported greater involvement in all but two offence categories (assault on police officers and teachers), including: burglary, arson, auto-theft, police bribery and intimidation of a victim/witness. Interestingly the median age (14 years) of gang entry coincided with the median age of first arrest, a parallel denoting the centrality of violence to gang life. With this in mind and given that the lifetime
prevalence of violence in gang members is 90.7% (compared to 46.4% in non-gang members), prevention and intervention programs to reduce gang membership are crucial in reducing violence overall (Thornberry et al., et al., 2003).

To test the idea that “gangs provide a unique social forum for violence amplification” Melde and Esbensen (2013, p. 2) used five waves of data from a multi-site panel study. They found that active gang membership associated with a 21 percent increase in the odds of involvement in violent incidents. Even after youth had left their gang, general offending (but not necessarily violent offending) remained high. Further illustrating the effect of gang membership on violence, Pyrooz et al.’s (2015) meta-analysis found a robust relationship between gang membership and offending. Similar to Melde and Esbensen’s findings the effect was stronger when studying active gang members. The deleterious effects of gang membership may also continue into adulthood. Krohn et al., (2011), using data from the Rochester Youth Development Study, identified that gang membership has an indirect effect on both criminal and non-criminal outcomes in adulthood and theorize that gang membership leads to a number of “precocious transitions” (e.g. teenage parenthood, school dropout, early nest leaving) that make it difficult for gang members to successfully adopt adult roles and responsibilities, such as employment. Consequently, the resulting economic hardship and family strain are thought to contribute to their involvement in street crime.

Violence in gangs is universal and has been identified consistently across various methodologies, outcomes measures, locations and demographics, but exactly what it is that makes gangs so persistently violent is not easily pinned down (Klein & Maxson, 2006). Klein and colleagues (2006), in a summary of studies from the Eurogang Program, present five different motives for violence that may operate in gangs at any one time: 1. territoriality, 2. revenge, 3. intra-gang violence, 4. status, and 5. instrumental violence (e.g. robbery).
Understandably, due to such strong associations between gangs and violence, most research steers towards understanding the roots of this association and, until recently, primarily considers gang members as perpetrators rather than victims of violence.

**Gang membership and gang members’ victimization**

Violence begets violence, but violence also begets victimization. Ironically, the most likely victims of gang violence are other gang members (Katz et al., 2011). This could be for a number of reasons; Katz and colleagues (2011) posit that risky activities (e.g. drug use/trafficking) associated with gang membership, together with retaliation from other local gangs (e.g. assaults, robberies), and intra-gang violence (e.g. member initiation and punishment) increase gang members’ risk of being violence victims. Whilst it is possible that individuals join gangs for protection from victimization, Katz and colleagues (2011) note that the prevalence of violent victimization increases concomitantly with level of gang involvement. That is non-gang members experience the lowest levels of victimization, gang associates experience more and former gang members and active gang members experience the highest levels. The authors also found that after controlling for gang crime, gang membership alone did not influence risk of violent victimization, and this supports the idea that it is offending as part of a gang that increases the likelihood of victimization.

In one of the first studies to examine gang membership and victimization, Peterson et al., (2004) using data from the Gang Resistance Education and Training (G.R.E.A.T) found that being a victim of violence was significantly higher during gang membership than it was before joining, and after leaving a gang. This was further supported by Taylor et al’s (2008) study examining the same data. However, this latter study reported that after controlling for delinquency, gang members had greater likelihood of becoming victims of 'serious' rather than more 'general' (less violent) forms of crime. Taken together these findings suggest that
although gang members are at increased risk of gang-related victimization, they are less likely to experience non-gang violence (Taylor et al., 2007) and supports the idea that gang membership, provides members with protection from non-gang violence. Alternately, Spano et al., (2008) using routine activities theory showed that although gang members were significantly more likely to be victims of violence, the links to gang membership per se were not supported when demographic, family and deviancy variables were controlled for. Likewise, Gibson et al., (2009) re-examined the data from the G.R.E.A.T programme and found that once propensity score matching (statistical analysis that accounts for covariates) was applied, no relationship between gang membership and victimization was found.

In their critical review of 16 quantitative studies examining the gang-victimization nexus, Gibson et al., (2012) concluded that a causal effect of gang membership on violent victimization could not be confirmed. They go on to state that despite some studies conjecturing a causal link between gangs and victimization very few employed methodologies capable of supporting their assertions. Methodological limitations they identified include cross-sectional data, limited control variables, inadequate statistical adjustments, selection bias, failure to conduct sensitivity analyses and the measure of victimization itself. Thus, while some of the findings above may indicate an association between gang membership and members’ experience of violent victimization, we cannot conclude that gang membership leads to a greater prevalence and frequency of violent victimization of gang members.

**Trauma and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)**

Psychological trauma generally stems from an uncontrollable and overwhelming event that threatens, or is perceived to threaten, a person’s life, integrity or sanity (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995; Horowitz, 1986). Such events may include violent victimization, (e.g. rape, assault, military combat, child abuse, natural disasters, community violence, torture or
the unexpected death of a loved one) and although the general population lifetime prevalence of events is estimated at 7.8% (Kessler, et al., 1995), these may vary with socio-demographic variables (Kessler et al., 1995; Breslau, et al., 1995). For instance, community-based violence (e.g., being chased, threatened, attacked, robbed, raped, shot, stabbed, or killed), is disproportionately high among poor urban ethnic minority males (Stein, et al., 2003; Paxton, et al., 2004), and young offenders (Burton, et al., 1994; Abram et al., 2004; Ford, et al., 2008), and has been linked to a broad range of internalizing and externalizing symptoms that include symptoms of PTSD, (e.g. re-experiencing of events, avoidance of trauma-related stimuli, irritability, angry outbursts and feeling emotionally flat) (Fitzpatrick & Boldizar, 1993; Martinez & Richters, 1993; Singer et al., 2001), anxiety (Boney-McCoy & Finkelhor, 1995; Osofsky et al., 1993), depression (Kliewer et al., 1998; Martinez & Richters, 1993; Overstreet, 2000), dissociation (Putnam, 1997), aggression (Bell & Jenkins, 1993; Farrell & Bruce, 1997; Garbarino et al., 1992; Ford et al., 2012), delinquency (Ford et al., 2010), substance abuse and low academic achievement (Garbarino et al., 1992; Hurt et al., 2001; Saigh et al., 1997; Delaney-Black et al., 2002).

Theoretical advances have also been made in the development of integrated epidemiological models of trauma and internalizing/externalizing symptoms e.g. the Trauma Coping model (Ford et al., 2006; Ford et al., 2009), the General Strain Theory (Maschi et al., 2008) and Kerig and Becker’s (2010) Transactional Developmental model (see Kerig et al., 2010 for a full review). However, none of these models consider gang membership or gang violence – which is surprising given the links between delinquency and gang involvement (Corcoran et al., 2005; Curry et al., 2003).

**Gang membership trauma and mental health**
Based on their experiences of violence gang members are vulnerable to internalizing symptoms related to PTSD. Research shows that compared to other PTSD groups, those exposed to a combination of direct violence (as a victim) and indirect violence (as a witness) suffer higher incidents of current and lifetime PTSD (Kulkarni et al., 2011). Li et al.’s. (2002) findings indicate that, compared to their non-gang counterparts, gang members (current and former) are more likely to witness violence against others and/or the use of deadly force or death and to experience higher levels of distress symptomology (intrusive thoughts, despondency about the future and lack of belonging). More recent findings further show how gang members’ own perpetration of violence can add to their development of PTSD (Kerig et al., 2015).

Looking at other mental health issues Madan et al., (2011) examining the mediating effects of delinquency and violence exposure on the relationship between gang membership and internalizing symptoms note how violence exposure and delinquency mediate the relationship between gang membership and suicidal behavior, but not anxiety or depression. The authors theorize that undetected PTSD may contribute to the higher rates of suicidal behavior in gang members, but does not explain the lack of association between gang membership and anxiety and depression. In fact, a study by Kerig, et al., (2009), examining the mediating effect of PTSD on the relationship between trauma and juvenile delinquents’ mental health problems note how PTSD has a stronger relationship with anxiety and depression (.88) than suicidal ideation (.65). This makes it odd that Madan and colleagues (2011) did not find gang membership to be associated with all three symptoms, or at least not more so with anxiety and depression. Thus, in order to tease out the finer relations between gang membership and mental health more research using appropriate methodology and sophisticated analyses needs to be conducted.
Wood et al., (2002) comparing the relationship between violence exposure, posttraumatic stress (PTS) symptoms and delinquency in incarcerated adolescents and matched high-school students note vast differences in violence exposure (familial and community), and PTS symptoms. Their findings show that 16% of incarcerated adolescents have been sexually assaulted, molested or raped, 57% have witnessed someone being killed, and 72% reported being shot and/or shot at. The comparative figures for the matched group were 6%, 10%, and 23% respectively. The incarcerated sample also scored higher on PTS symptom clusters (re-experiencing, avoidance and arousal) and had higher prevalence rates of full PTSD diagnosis (40%) compared to their high-school equivalents (23%). Regression analyses showed that community violence was the strongest predictor of incarcerated males’ PTS symptoms followed by physical punishment, but sexual abuse was not a significant predictor. These findings all add to suggest strong links between violence exposure and violent behavior.

In a more extensive examination Coid and colleagues (2013) surveyed 4664 adult men on measures of psychiatric morbidity. Results showed that compared to men who are violent, gang members have higher levels of: anxiety, psychosis, antisocial personality disorder (ASPD), alcohol and drug dependence and suicidal behavior. This difference is even greater when gang members are compared to non-violent men. The exception to this trend was depression which was similar across groups. Here, it could be that because groups satisfy our fundamental need to belong, they also facilitate emotional bonding, which buffers against depression (Goldstein, 1991). Also, peer groups have been noted in meta-analytical findings to resemble the remedial effects of cognitive behavioral therapy in treating depressive symptoms (Pfeiffer et al., 2011). This may explain why gang members appear to have some immunity against depression, but without further research we cannot do more than speculate this. Unsurprisingly, given their higher levels of mental illness, Coid et al., also found that
gang members are more likely than violent and non-violent men to access psychiatric services and to be prescribed psychotropic medication. That psychiatric morbidity increases progressively from non-violent men to violent men to gang members supports claims (see above) that it is the violence associated with gang membership, rather than gang membership as such that contributes to adverse mental health outcomes. Interestingly, Coid et al., also note that whilst hostile rumination, victimization and fear of future victimization mediate the relationship between gang membership and anxiety, this is not the case for violent men’s anxiety. Again, these findings suggest something specific about gang membership experiences and adverse mental health outcomes. However, it is possible that gang members come to their gang with existing psychopathologies possibly stemming from earlier trauma. Only longitudinal research will allow accurate causal inferences as to the sequence of these factors.

Current research indicates that there are also differences between gang members, gang affiliates and violent men. For instance, despite similar demographics, compared to gang affiliates, gang members have more extensive and varied criminal histories, lower academic achievement and impulse control, a narrower focus on life outside their gang, less incentive to leave the gang and are harder to engage in treatment (Klein, 1971). A comparison of violent men’s, gang affiliates’ and gang members’ mental health shows that psychiatric morbidity — self harm, suicidal behavior, anxiety, ASPD, gambling, drug and alcohol abuse and pornography addiction— occur more frequently in both types of gang member than they do in violent men (Wood et al., in preparation). However, differences also occur between gang affiliates and gang members with gang members reporting higher rates of psychosis, anxiety, drug and alcohol addiction and ASPD. It is not particularly surprising that gang members are more anxious than violent and non-violent given that they are at greater risk of being violence victims (Katz et al., 2011), but it is surprising that gang members experience
more anxiety than do gang affiliates. This suggests that gang members, who, perhaps due to their centrality to the gang's violent endeavors, have a "higher 'gang profile" and this leaves them visible and vulnerable targets for victimization, and provokes their anxiety (Wood et al., In Preparation, p.15).

**Gang membership and psychiatric morbidity: The trauma mechanism**

As noted above, gang members are exposed to a host of violent experiences as perpetrators and victims, and risk adverse physical, behavioral and psychological outcomes (Brooks et al., 2009). Kerig et al., (2013) note an analogy between gang membership, trauma experiences and adverse mental health outcomes and the wider combat literature (Burton et al., 1994; Garbarino et al., 1992) and children who are forced into armed combat in countries such as Sierra Leone (Betancourt, et al., 2010), Uganda (Annan et al., 2006) and Mozambique (Boothby & Thompson, 2013). Although seemingly distinct from westernized gang warfare and taking in to consideration the forced element of children in armed combat, the body of work exploring the traumatization of child combatants may help fertilize and inform our limited knowledge of gang membership and psychopathology. Burton and colleagues (1994) suggest that the chronicity and ferocity of violence (especially gang violence) occurring on the streets of impoverished urban communities has considerable overlap with combat situations and should be considered within the same conceptual PTSD framework as other war experiences. Kerig and colleagues (2013) add that risk factors increasing child soldiers’ vulnerability to traumatization also exist in gang youth – violence being the main risk factor. In their longitudinal study, Boothby and Thompson (2013) report descriptive accounts of children's war experiences that resemble the type and range of violence gang members and other urban youth (Garbarino, 1992) experience. Boothby and Thompson (2013) further note that as a process of re-socialization and indoctrination, elders
within armed groups punish, humiliate and often kill younger soldiers who display emotion and resist instructions. This type of intra-group violence is also noted in gangs who use violence to reprimand members who break gang rules (Klein et al., 2006). Further, to become a full gang member, candidates may be subject to initiation ceremonies or "street baptisms" to assess the initiate’s dedication and fighting skills (Vigil, 1996) just as many child soldiers graduate into active service after their first murder (Boothby & Thompson, 2013).

Using prospective data from 40 child soldiers forcibly conscripted into the Mozambique National Resistance (Renamo), Boothy and Thompson (2013) report the long-term psychological effects of child combat. They note that boys who spend longer than one year with the Renamo (30% of sample) — who tend to hold higher positions such as "leader" and "chief" – score significantly higher on the Trauma Symptoms Checklist (TSCL) than those who spend less than one year with the group. Of the child soldiers they examined, three developed especially negative (and in one case fatal) outcomes; each had service records of more than two years in service, each had held acclaimed roles as 'youth leaders,' and each had been earmarked as "troubled children" 16 years earlier (Boothby & Thompson, 2013). It appears then that length of conscription and position could moderate the relationship between trauma exposure and posttraumatic stress symptoms much the same as levels of gang involvement may attenuate adverse mental health effects – as noted above. This highlights the importance of early interventions in minimizing maladaptive behaviors, for both soldiers and gang members. It should be considered, however, that these findings are tempered by small sample sizes and lack baseline measures of child soldiers’ social and psychological functioning, which may provide alternative explanations for the findings.

In sum, the evidence so far suggests that belonging to a militant group increases risk of traumatization and that this may be a result of participating in violent activities, witnessing
violent activities and/or being a victim of violent activities (Katz et al., 2011; Kerig et al., 2013; Kerig et al., 2015). Gang members, just as others, are products of intersecting variables (Kerig et al., 2013). However there may be something about those who choose to join gangs that differentiates them from their non-gang counterparts. Research suggests that child neglect, abandonment, physical/sexual abuse and exposure to interpersonal and community violence increases a youth's chances of becoming involved in a gang (Bocanegra & Stolbach, 2012). Paradoxically, trauma resulting from exposure to community violence (especially gang violence) may prompt youth to seek gang membership for security (Fowler et al., 2009). Overall though, whether gang-involvement is a source or a consequence of trauma remains unclear.

**A Future research and political agenda**

First and foremost there is a need to develop a robust program of inter-disciplinary research to include sound, preferably longitudinal methodologies to tease out the cause and effect relationship between gang membership and adverse mental health. Until we garner a deeper and more refined understanding of gang dynamics and gang members’ mental health, theories of gang membership remain incomplete. Currently, to address questions about the relationship between gang membership and psychopathology we resort to borrowing 'the best bits' from elsewhere and applying them to a forensic framework. Research examining links between gang membership and mental health outcomes is lagging globally behind other gang-related topics and so, more dedicated research efforts are needed. Without constructing theory and research we cannot verify the substance and effectiveness of current interventions used to tackle gang-related mental illness or reliably develop new ones. Thus, future directions need to focus on expanding the sparse literature currently available and endeavoring to create new avenues for exploration.
However, to tackle gang membership effectively it is vital that we learn to live with the juxtaposition that gang members are violent individuals and also vulnerable victims, and that the current one-dimensional perception that gang members are merely violent perpetrators is amended. There is a real need for both their perpetrator and victim positions to be taken into account by justice and/or health systems. Since gang members come into contact with health services through various entry points, data sharing and better coordination across such services is vital for the fast and effective treatment of gang member needs (Coid et al., 2013). At the gang prevention level we also need to identify and tackle affiliate gang membership so that it does not develop into full-blown gang membership and potentially further adverse mental health outcomes. Bellis et al., (2012) note that in the UK, for example, there is a wealth of local data that could identify and measure community violence - facilitated by the VIPER (the Violence Indicator Profiles for England Resources) system. Such profiles could help identify communities and individuals most at risk of gang violence and, importantly, where to target intervention resources (Bellis et al., 2012). This format together with an incorporated gang-affiliation risk assessment, could be adapted for use with gang members to stem the development and/or longevity of gang membership.

There is relevance here too for the criminal justice response to existing gang members. For gang members who are mentally unwell, prison may be their first opportunity to receive treatment. However, in the UK the Mental Health of Prisoners report (HM Inspectorate of Prisons, 2007) states that current reception screening tools are not sensitive enough to detect prisoners’ undiagnosed mental health needs, or to address the complexity and extent of existing issues. This is especially relevant to gang members, because although gang involvement may negatively affect their mental health, many gang members may be unaware that they require help – or be reluctant to seek help due to fear of a stigma contrary to the status they hold in gang circles. Psychological research needs also to focus on
developing an assessment tool to identify gang-affiliation and mental health needs so that interventions may be developed to address gang members’ needs.

However, these are ideals and may only be adopted if changes in strategies aimed at tackling gang members occur. In the UK the 2011 London riots were a wellspring of strong sentiment, stereotypes and, in some cases, racialized rhetoric (O'Carroll, 2011). Despite their minor role in the riot, gangs became scapegoats for the breakdown in social values the riots came to represent (Lewis et al., 2011; Medina & Shute, 2013). The media-peddled image of gang members as "amoral" and "cold-blooded" protagonists fueled tough responses to gang membership and the perpetuation of these images may stand in the way of gang members receiving appropriate and effective treatment (Bennett et al., 1996, p. 27; Gilliam & Iygengar, 2005; Alderman, 1994).

Whilst incarceration fulfills its obligation to contain individuals, it does not necessarily prevent or even treat the problem of gang membership, and as research findings show, some prisoners involved in gang activity inside prison continue to maintain, albeit tempered, involvement in community based offending (Wood et al., 2009). Consequently, a position that focuses on punishment alone is unlikely to greatly benefit gang members or societies dogged by gang activity. What it may mean is an increase in scarce resources such as prisons to house an ever increasing population of mentally damaged individuals who require, but do not necessarily receive, treatment. In short, to use a medical model analogy and an anonymous quote: “Building more prisons to address crime is like building more graveyards to address a fatal disease.”

Concluding remarks

The conclusions that we draw from our review is that gang members' involvement in violence is likely to negatively impact on their behavioral, social and psychological
functioning. However, the scarcity of research looking at mental health outcomes in gang membership means it is too early to tell whether gang members' involvement in violence and any subsequent trauma is a risk factor for, or a consequence of, gang membership. Until this research base has been fed and matured with rigorous methodologies, robust findings that include cause and effect evidence, it is imperative that gang researchers draw on the strength of inter-disciplinary collaborations to fertilize and scaffold the development of our understanding of exactly what it is that gang members face in order to guide new avenues of exploration and to inform effective treatments to reduce gang membership and its related adverse outcomes.
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